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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Bobbie Burns International Basin Battle Abbey, Aug 20-22 '91.
-- 1991
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions6215

Part Of: Jon Whyte fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Series: IV.A. Jon Whyte photographs : transparencies

Reference Code: V690 / IV.A. - 225 (NS)

Physical Description: 36 photographs : transparencies

Scope & Content:

Photographs pertain to Canadian Rockies landscape, "watermelon snow," hiking with friends



Book : [files]. -- 198-
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions5913

Part Of: Jon Whyte fonds

Description Level: 4 / Sub-series

Series: I.A. Jon Whyte literary papers - projects

Reference Code: M88 / 1 - 47

V690 /

Physical Description: 44 cm of textual records : includes some photographs

Scope & Content:

Pertains to writing and publishing projects: Homage, Henry Kelsey, 1981; poetry and
publishing of Fells of Brightness; Banff walks; Lake Louise source material, 1896-1982; Rocky
Mountain Madness vol. II, source material, 1896-1982; natural history; George Brybicin; Halle
Flygare; Hunter of Peace; Lake O'Hara; J. D. Turner; and others. List of files to follow.

Content Details: CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING FILES (mainly imposed titles):

* Books - Altitude [catalogue, statements and correspondence] - M88 / 1

* Book - Banff walks [info re walking tours] - M88 / 2

* Book - Brybicin [corr with publisher re The Rocky Mountains: Through
the Eagle's Eye by George Brybycin, forward by Jon Whyte] - M88 / 3

* Book - Circles [camera-ready art of two circular poems] - M88 / 4

* Book - Halle [material relating to book proposal re Halle Flygare] - M88 /
5

* Book - Hunter/Peace [pertains to Hunter of Peace, includes camera-
ready text, correspondence, notes and material] - M88 / 6

* Book - Lake Louise [drafts, correspondence, source material relating to

Lake Louise: a Diamond in the Wilderness, 1896-1982, including original
typescript by Georgia Engelhard Cromwell; approx. 60% of the material
was dound throughout the papers and added the the file by archivist] -
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was dound throughout the papers and added the the file by archivist] -
M88 / 7, 8, 9

* Book - Madness II [source material pertaining to Rocky Mountain
Madness vol.II, 1896-1982, includes clippings, articles and notes] - M88 /
10, 11, 12

* Book - Nat hist [background info, correspondence] - M88 / 13, 14, 15

* Nat.Hist. book ideas [magazine article, 1 item, added to file 15] - M88 /
15

* Book - O'Hara [letters, reminiscences, research materials, photographs,
notes and drafts, 1980-1981, re book project Tommy and Lawrence: the
ways and trails of Lake O'Hara, published 1983] - M88 / 16, 17

* [Book] O'Hara - Tommy [research materials re Tommy Link and
Lawrence Grassi, ca.1981] - M88 / 18

* Book - O'Hara portfolio [WMCR proposal material] - M88 / 19

* Book - P & C [pertains to Peter and Catharine Whyte book] -
transferred to sub-series I.C. Peter and Catharine Whyte portfolio

* Book - Rockies-Highwind [correspondence and manuscript drafts were
added to 1 item of correspondence and transparencies which were in the
original titled file, re High Where the Wind is Lonely, text by Jon Whyte,
photos by Shin Sugino, 1978] - M88 / 20, 21

* Book - Turner [proofs, drafts, correspondence, biography, cartoons,
writings re Sunfield Painter: the Reminiscences of John Davenall Turner] -
M88 / 22, 23

* [Book] - Turner manuscript [re Sunfield Painter] - M88 / 24, 25, 26

* Fells - Fittes [sources, geosophy, notes, drafts for Fells of Brightness:
some fittes and starts] - M88 / 27, 28

* Fells of Brightness [2 files, one untitled, re Fells of Brightness, Volume II,
Wenkchemna] - M88 / 29, 30, 31

* [Fells of Brightness - Minisniwapta] - M88 / 32 (and oversize H), 33

* Minisniwapta [computer printouts of Minisniwaptan poem, 1987, 1990,
1991] - files 34, 35, 36

* Homage, Henry Kelsey [correspondence, negatives and colour keys for
illustrations by Dennis Burton, etc.] - M88 / 37, V690 /

* Kelsey [drafts, proofs, various] - M88 / 38

* [Kelsey - original work] - M88 / 39

* [Kelsey - notes, drafts; may include other writings] - M88 / 40

* [Kelsey - typescripts] - M88 / 41, 42

* Mountain poems anthology [1 item] - M88 / 43

* [Publishers - correspondence] - M88 / 44

* Timberline Tales [includes three original files titled Over the Rim by
Timberline Jim, Timberline Tales by James Deegan and John Porter,
untitled; includes drafts, book layout, etc.] - M88 / 45, 46, 47

Oversize notes and text re Minisniwapta. Held in oversize "H"
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Book project photographs. -- [197-]
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions5960

Part Of: Jon Whyte fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Series: IV.C. Jon Whyte photographs : collected

Reference Code: V690 / IV.C. / files 5 - 8

Physical Description: ca.215 photographs : prints, negatives, transparencies

Scope & Content:

Photographs for Roads of the Canadian Rockies project (167 b/w prints, 2 transparencies -
files 5, 6, 7) and Homage Henry Kelsey project (ca.45 negatives, prints, transparencies and
colour separations - file 8).

Access Restrictions: Access to negatives is by appointment only

Title Source: Title based on material



Bow backup. -- 1988-1991
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions5948

Part Of: Jon Whyte fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Series: III.B. Jon Whyte electronic records - DOS files

Reference Code: M88 / E / Disk 22

Physical Description: 1 computer disk (38 files)

Scope & Content:

First 23 files are same as or later? versions of files on "Minisniwapta" (M88 / E / Disk 20).
Some remaining files are also writings for Minisniwapta. Others are varied and some are
copies of files on M88 / E / disk 25. Also includes file(s) pertaining to Whyte Museum business
[WMCR]. File list follows

Notes: Printed copies are available for all files except: systems files, damaged
files, unsuitable formats (eg. sideways), and files already printed from
another disk.
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Content Details: Consists of the following files (* indicates file has been printed):

BIO - Report to the board / June 5/91 - Curator of the Heritage Collection
[WMCR] - *

BOW.MSS

BOWA.MSS [sideways 892 col]

BOWEND.MSS

BOWFIVE.MSS

BOWFIVEA.MSS [sideways 1536 col]

BOWFOUR.MSS

BOWONE.MSS

BOWSEVEN.MSS

BOWSIX.MSS

BOWTHRE.MSS

BOWTHREA.MSS

BOWTWO.MSS

BRAID.MSS

CONFERS.MSS [Joke re conference] - *

CONFLUEN.MSS

CRAGTWO.MSS - Cheese and Wildcats / July 6 - Jon Whyte and J. R.
Violini, 1988 - *

CREVASSE.MSS [contains title only III. Crevasse]

DOORWILD.MSS - A Door to the Wild - Traditions of Rocky Mountain
backcountry buildings - The renderings of Ron Ellis [1991?] - *

FALL.MSS

FLOW.MSS

GEOPOEM.MSS - Geology and landscape [incomplete] - *

GLACIER.MSS

INTRO.MSS

LAKE.MSS

MEANDER.MSS

MOSAIC - Music Mosaic - liner notes - July 24 [for Music Mosaic CD,
Music of the Countryside and Wilderness] 1991 - *

MOSAIC.ASC - Music Mosaic - liner notes - June 11 [as above] - *

MUSKEG.MSS

NESS - Anne Ness [obituary] 1991 - *

OLETTER.MSS - [discussion of Minisniwapta, 1990] - *

PANORAMA - Photographs fail me [re Mount Logan trip] - *

PRIM.MSS

QUOTES - River quotations - Minisniwapta / 1991 - *

QUOTES2 [quotes about rivers - see QUOTES] 1991 - *

RAPIDS.MSS

STREAM.MSS

TITLE.MSS / 1990
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Bow Valley Naturalist papers. -- 1970-1990
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions5920

Part Of: Jon Whyte fonds

Description Level: 4 / Sub-series

Series: II.E. Jon Whyte personal/professional papers - organizations

Reference Code: M88 / 816 - 817

Physical Description: 3.5 cm of textual records

Scope & Content:

Consists of correspondence, reports, notes and financial records generated during years of
Whyte's active involvement when he held numerous executive positions, including president,
vice-president and secretary

Title Source: Title based on material



Bow.mss. -- 1990-1991
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions5951

Part Of: Jon Whyte fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Series: III.B. Jon Whyte electronic records - DOS files

Reference Code: M88 / E / Disk 25

Physical Description: 1 computer disk (40 files)

Scope & Content:

First 23 files are same as or later? versions of files on "Minisniwapta" (M88 / E / Disks 20 &
22). Some remaining files are also writing for Minisniwapta. Others are varied and some are
copies of files on M88 / E / disk 22. File list follows

Notes: Printed copies are available for all files except: systems files, damaged
files, unsuitable formats (eg. sideways), and files already printed from
another disk.

Related Material: s
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Content Details: Consists of the following files (* indicates file has been printed):

BOW.MSS

BOWA.MSS [sideways 3336 col] 1991

BOWEND.MSS

BOWFALLS.MSS [sideways 788 col] 1991

BOWFIVE.MSS

BOWFIVEA.MSS [sideways 2222 col] 1991

BOWFOUR.MSS

BOWONE.MSS

BOWSEVEN.MSS

BOWSIX.MSS

BOWTHRE.MSS

BOWTHREA.MSS

BOWTWO.MSS

BRAID.MSS

BUDGET - Budget 1992 [WMCR] - *

CONFLUEN.MSS

CREVASSE.MSS [contains title only III: Crevasse]

FALL.MSS

FLOW.MSS

GENTLEBOW.MSS [sideways 2206 columns] 1991

GENTLEBOW.&MS [sideways 2257 col] 1991

GEOPOEM - Geology and landscape [incomplete] - *

GLACIER.MSS

INTRO.MSS

LAKE.MSS

LETTER - Report to the board - September 6, 1991 [WMCR] - *

LIFE - Wonderful Life [book review of Wonderful Life by Stephen Jay
Gould] - *

LITERACY [re literacy and museums - incomplete] 1990 - *

MEANDER.MSS

MUSKEG.MSS

NESS - Anne Ness [obituary, 1991] - *

OLETTER.MSS [discussion of Minisniwapta] 1990 - *

POEMS.MSS - Kidstuff [poetry for children, 7p.] - *

PRIM.MSS

PYRAMID - It's about time - Pyramid time capsule / 1990 - *

RAPIDS.MSS

SCRIPT.MSS - Script - Jon Whyte - Peter and Catharine Whyte Slide
Show / 1991 - *

STREAM.MSS

THURSDAY - Thursday evening programmes - Museum of the Canadian
Rockies - * [WMCR] 1991

TITLE.MSS / 1991
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Bruno tapes, movies. -- [1985?]-1987
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions5941

Part Of: Jon Whyte fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Series: III.A. Jon Whyte electronic records - Kaypro files

Reference Code: M88 / E / Disk 15

Physical Description: 1 computer disk (9 files)

Scope & Content:

Files are transcripts of interviews with Bruno Engler, June 1985 and February 1987. File list
follows

Notes: Printed copies are available for all files except: systems files, damaged
files, unsuitable formats (eg. sideways), and files already printed from
another disk.

Content Details: Consists of the following files (* indicates file has been printed):

BRUNO#1A.MSS [transcript of Feb 18/87 interview] - *

BRUNO1B.MSS [continued] - *

BRUNO2A.MSS [continued] - *

BRUNO2B.MSS [continued] - *

BRUNO3A.MSS [may be continuation but is unreadable]

FORM.MSS [Kaypro file]

MOVIES#1.MSS [transcript of June 1985 interview] - *

MOVIES#2.MSS [continued] - *

MOVIES2B.MSS [continued] - *
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Bruno tapes, movies, backup. -- [ca.1987]
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions5942

Part Of: Jon Whyte fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Series: III.A. Jon Whyte electronic records - Kaypro files

Reference Code: M88 / E / Disk 16

Physical Description: 1 computer disk (8 files)

Scope & Content:

Disk contains most of the same files as those on disk 15. Files are transcripts of interviews
with Bruno Engler, June 1985 and February 1987. File list follows

Notes: Printed copies are available for all files except: systems files, damaged
files, unsuitable formats (eg. sideways), and files already printed from
another disk.

Content Details: Consists of the following files:

BRUNO#1A.MSS [transcript of Feb 18/87 interview]

BRUNO1B.MSS [continued]

BRUNO2A.MSS [continued]

BRUNO2B.MSS [continued]

FORM.MSS [Kaypro file]

MOVIES#1.MSS [transcript of June 1985 interview]

MOVIES#2.MSS [continued]

MOVIES2B.MSS [continued]
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Bugaboos '91 & Canada Day parade. -- 1991
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions6213

Part Of: Jon Whyte fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Series: IV.A. Jon Whyte photographs : transparencies

Reference Code: V690 / IV.A. - 223 (NS)

Physical Description: 36 photographs : transparencies

Scope & Content:

Photographs pertain to helicopter flight, friends, Canadian Rockies landscape and scenic
views, Bugaboos, Canada Day Parade at Jasper, people, bands, spectators
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BVN. -- 1988-1991
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions5947

Part Of: Jon Whyte fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Series: III.B. Jon Whyte electronic records - DOS files

Reference Code: M88 / E / Disk 21

Physical Description: 1 computer disk (8 files)

Scope & Content:

Files contain writings pertaining mainly to Bow Valley Naturalists. Also includes file pertaining
to Whyte Museum business [WMCR]. File list follows

Notes: Printed copies are available for all files except: systems files, damaged
files, unsuitable formats (eg. sideways), and files already printed from
another disk.

Content Details: Consists of the following files (* indicates file has been printed):

BVN1B [letter to Premier Don Gettyre Daishowa Peace River pulp mill]
1988 - *

BVN1B.& [backup of BVN1B]

BVN1C [same as above with formatting]

BVN1D [same as BVN1C, 1988]

LASTSTUF [WMCR exhibition labels, 1991] - *

PULPII [letter to Premier Ralph Klein re pulp and timber expansion] 1989
- *

PULPII.& [backup of PULPII]

TOWNPLAN [re Town of Banff municipal plan, after 1990] - *
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